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Unleashing the Open Mobile Internet By Robert A. Penchuk oday’s society increasingly relies on mobile technology but is limited to a handful of Internet service providers (ISPs). Policymakers continue to struggle with how to provide nondiscriminatory Internet access without undermining the financial incentives needed to encourage continued infrastructure development. Applications such as streaming media or peer-to-peer (P2P) file sharing consume significantly more Internet resources than a traditional voice over Internet protocol (VoIP) telephone call. In response, Internet providers frequently degrade these bandwidth intensive applications to maximize profit. Many consider this practice discriminatory, believing that each user should be free to run the application of his or her choice on an equal basis with other users. With few exceptions, Internet users pay the same price to access the Internet regardless of which application they run. Without a mechanism to fairly price each application based on its consumption of Internet resources and value to the consumer, ISPs are incentivized to continue discriminating. Two developments are unfolding that may provide for nondiscriminatory access while retaining the
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incentive for Internet infrastructure development. First, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) made available a significant amount of radio spectrum previously reserved for analog television transmission. Second, multi-mode and cognitive radio technology advanced to the point where it is now feasible to develop mobile devices that can work with virtually any ISP regardless of the transmission mode or frequency that the ISP supports. These devices enable consumers to have ad-hoc open mobile Internet access to the ISP of their choosing. The resulting free market competition will provide non-discriminatory access without unduly depriving ISPs of the economic incentive required to continue providing Internet services. Continued on page 14
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Unleashing the Open Mobile Internet Continued from page 1 This article proposes a new FCC regulation requiring ISPs to offer ad-hoc open mobile access. The foundation for this proposal begins with a description of the evolution of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which regulates most aspects of mobile Internet communications. This article contrasts the conflicting goals of providing nondiscriminatory access while maintaining price tiers that incentivize Internet infrastructure development. These disparate goals are irreconcilable without a new paradigm. This article describes recent developments that enable this paradigm with the missing link supplied by new minimally obtrusive FCC regulation. Next, the article describes developments in software-defined radio technology and general industry trends supporting its use in unlicensed spectrum. This technology can effectively exploit newly available spectrum in a way that could alleviate the concerns of nondiscriminatory Internet access. Recent examples of this technology will be highlighted to show that the proposed regulation is pragmatic. Finally, this article analyzes the proposed regulation with anticipated issues and defenses and argues that the proposed regulation is the only remaining obstacle to enabling a free market solution to mobile Internet access. This regulation will unleash the power of the open mobile Internet so that it will continue to develop with financial incentives for ISPs, nondiscriminatory access for users, and minimal regulatory burden. H I S TO R I C A L C O N T E X T O F T H E T E L E C O M M U N I C AT I O N S AC T In 1934, President Franklin Roosevelt passed the Communications Act of 1934.1 This act established the FCC, which consolidated authority over radio, telephone, and telegraph operations. The mandate of the FCC was to regulate wire and radio transmissions in a nondiscriminatory manner. The scope of communications changed significantly when IBM introduced the first electronic computer in 1943.2 Building on the introduction of computers, the military developed the ARPANET in 1969 to permit computers to communicate with each other, the genesis for the present day Internet.3 In response to the data-processing services that the 14
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computer and Internet enabled, the FCC promulgated rules and regulations (Computer II) to distinguish “basic” common carriers of voice from “enhanced” information-service providers.4 Computer II provided a safe harbor exemption from the requirement to provide nondiscriminatory access for enhanced services because the FCC believed such services were not public necessities in contrast to basic voice transmission. A recent case affirmed the distinction between “basic” and “enhanced” services, holding that a cable company was exempt from mandatory regulation under Title II of the Communications Act when transmitting broadband Internet services, even though the company used a transmission medium that could also transmit voice.5 The court affirmed the FCC’s position “that it was unwise to subject enhanced service to [basic] common-carrier regulation given the ‘fast-moving, competitive market’ in which they were offered.” The Telecommunications Act of 1996 (1996 Act) amended the Communications Act of 1934 in response to regional monopolies, which were created following the break-up of AT&T into smaller entities under an antitrust consent decree.6 These regional monopolies were referred to as “incumbent local exchange carriers” (ILECs), while their competitors were “competing local exchange carriers” (CLECs). The 1996 Act attempted to foster competitive market development by imposing several new ILEC duties.7 ILECs must provide interconnection agreements with CLECs so that CLECs can access the large physical network established by the ILECs. The ILECs receive reciprocal compensation for the mandated access to their physical networks because it is arguably a constitutional taking of a property right.8 ILECs must also provide unbundled access to their network, so CLECs can offer service without having to duplicate all of the network elements. The 1996 Act also facilitated competition by requiring number portability and by permitting CLECs to access “telephone numbers, operator services, directory assistance, and directory listing . . . .” N E T WO R K N E U T R A L I T Y “Americans today spend almost as much on bandwidth—the capacity to move information—as [they] do on energy.”9 Americans are in the midst of an information revolution, which a bandwidth cartel,
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similar to the oil cartel created during the industrial revolution, may constrain. Advocates of network neutrality argue that the Internet is fundamental to the nation’s economic health and that a handful of network providers are unfairly controlling the terms of access. Such proponents have called on the next administration to implement a “Digital New Deal” fashioned after the New Deal that was implemented when President Franklin Roosevelt reinvigorated the economy by “putting millions of Americans to work.”10 Estimates of the economic significance of a digital new deal are in the trillions of dollars. Advocates of network neutrality argue that the Internet is fundamental to the nation’s economic health and that a handful of network providers are unfairly controlling the terms of access. Only one part of the Internet factors into the network neutrality debate. The Internet is generally thought of as a mesh of interconnected computers. This mesh is further defined as a “cloud” where most routing occurs and the “last mile” of the transmission medium where consumers send and receive information.11 The last mile is where network neutrality proponents contend that the greatest amount of network provider discrimination occurs. The 1996 Act mandated nondiscriminatory Internet access by defining the duties of common carriers. In 2005, the Supreme Court upheld the FCC’s statutory interpretation of 47 U.S.C. § 153(20), which classified cable modem service as an information service.12 Consequently, cable companies could offer discriminatory access to their networks. In 2005, the FCC adopted an order classifying digital subscriber line (DSL) and other wire-line services as information services.13 The combined discriminatory effect of classifying cable modem and DSL providers as information services affected 98 percent of the broadband market in 2006.14 Unlike telephone companies, whose voice services are still subject to common carrier regulation, Internet providers face the new challenge of how to provide cost-effective services to customers whose applications consume varying amounts of bandwidth. In contrast, common carriers charge users based on connection time on the assumption that all users consume similar bandwidth for telephone calls. Each
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user consumes the same bandwidth for the same price without discrimination. There are several principle arguments that advocates of network neutrality have put forth.15 First, cable and DSL providers operate as an oligopoly. This results in an incentive to leverage their investments in transmission medium infrastructure in order to restrict competition—a “natural monopoly.”16 For example, one ISP described heavy bandwidth users, such as Google, as “free riders” stating “[n]ow what they would like to do is use my pipes free, but I ain’t going to let them do that because we have spent this capital and we have to have a return on it.” In addition, when home networking first emerged in 2002, AT&T likened it to “‘theft of services’ and threatened subscribers with civil and criminal penalties.”17 Second, the Internet’s rapid development is due in part to its open architecture, which allows any type of device to be connected to it or any type of content to be provided. Discriminatory access would stifle Internet development by limiting “content, applications, services, and technologies delivered over [the] Internet . . . .” Restricting the use of new technologies would conflict with the FCC mandate to encourage “advanced telecommunications.”18 Third, network neutrality is necessary to protect the First Amendment right to free speech. Finally, network operators should not be compensated both by consumers and content providers for use of the same infrastructure. By bundling Internet access and allowable content, ISPs create the equivalent of a “walled garden.” In this walled garden, “vendors collaborate to direct consumers’ Internet navigation to each other’s Web sites.” For example in 2004, a spokesperson for Disney stated that 85 percent of AOL users never left AOL territory. In 2005, the FCC adopted a policy in support of preserving Internet freedom.19 This policy articulated four guiding principles to be used in future policy-making activities, but the principles are not rules per se. These principles “encourage broadband deployment and preserve and promote the open and interconnected nature of the public Internet . . . .” The four principles are directed toward freedom to access lawful content, run applications, connect legal devices that do not harm the network, and toward the promotion of competition amongst “network providers, application and service providers, and content providers.” 15
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N E T WO R K D I V E R S I T Y “[N]ew mandates on Internet access could reduce incentives to build new high-speed broadband networks or invest capital in innovative new technologies.”20 Those who have invested in the deployment of Internet infrastructure tend to argue against network neutrality, in favor of price tiers, prioritization of data delivery, and diversity regarding how services are delivered to the consumer. Proponents of network diversity put forth the following main arguments. First, investment in broadband infrastructure should be encouraged by permitting network owners to profit from high-value services enabled by such facilities. Second, existing market competition is sufficient without the need for intrusive regulation. Finally, where there is no evidence of “anti-competitive Internet restrictions” a net neutrality mandate could “thwart the deployment of beneficial technologies, services, and business models.” Network diversity proponents are concerned primarily with minimizing regulation of information services, which are exempt from common carrier regulations under Computer II’s safe harbor rules. However, there is also support for regulatory forbearance for common carrier services.21 The 1996 Act imposes a general duty on common telecommunications carriers to provide “nondiscriminatory access to network elements on an unbundled basis at any technically feasible point on rates, terms, and conditions that are just, [and] reasonable . . . ,” thus allowing CLECs’ to combine elements of ILECs’ networks to provide competing services. ILECs may petition the FCC to forbear application of the unbundling regulation, arguing satisfaction of the following three-prong balancing test. First, enforcement of the regulation is not necessary to ensure services are just, reasonable, and non-discriminatory. Second, enforcement is not necessary to protect the consumer. Finally, forbearance is consistent with public policy. In determining the reasonableness of regulatory forbearance, the FCC is not required to perform an analysis of market conditions but can rely on likely future market developments.22 T E L E V I S I O N W H I T E S PAC E S The limited capacity of the Internet provides the impetus for the debate between network neutrality 16
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and network diversity. Conversely, unlimited capacity would remove the incentive for price tiers while devaluing the cost of accessing the Internet so that it would be available to anyone. Advocates of network neutrality have suggested that increasing bandwidth may be an alternative solution to ensuring nondiscriminatory Internet access, rather than imposing additional regulation on network providers. Unused wireless bandwidth is substantial. “At any given moment, more than [ninety] percent of the nation’s airwaves are empty.” Licensees tie up a significant portion of this bandwidth in a wasteful manner. One such area of waste includes the extra bandwidth and guard bands required by analog television transmission.23 The unused spectral range previously dedicated to analog television spans 54-698 MHz and is commonly referred to as “white space.”24 With the transition to digital television (DTV), this white space may now be reallocated to more efficient uses. Portions of this spectrum are particularly valuable because of their “range and the ability of the signals to travel through walls” (as opposed to requiring line-of-sight communication). The value of this spectrum was demonstrated when a small portion known as the 700Mhz band was auctioned for $19 billion.25 The FCC derives its right to regulate radio device apparatuses from the interstate commerce clause.26 Although the reallocation of spectrum occurs by means of an FCC auction, what is being sold is a term license to use FCC-approved radio devices. No property rights are bestowed. An applicant for an FCC license must specifically grant a waiver of any property rights or claims against the United States as a condition of receiving such license.27 This is a fundamental concept of communications law that the 69th Congress in 1926 introduced in order to counter fears that property rights in the airwaves would undermine the regulatory authority of the FCC. A grant of a spectrum license is limited to specific uses determined by public interest, not market access. In a dramatic step, the FCC opened the substantive remainder of television white spaces for unlicensed use.28 Additional unlicensed spectrum has been provided in other spectral ranges (bands) not associated with analog television.29 The FCC has instituted numerous safeguards on the type of radio devices that may be used in the unlicensed
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spectrum to prevent harmful interference.30 A connecting radio device must have geo-location capability coupled with a provision for accessing data over the Internet to identify incumbent services. In addition, the device must have spectrum-sensing technology. Although white space proponents initially argued that spectrum-sensing technology alone would suffice, the FCC struck a compromise by requiring geo-location technology until spectrum-sensing technology matures.31 In addition to these technological protections, there are procedural protections. First, the FCC must certify all devices. Second, the devices must conform to rules for unlicensed radio operation, which require deactivation of the device if it creates harmful interference. Third, incorporating geo-location technology facilitates deactivation of devices later found to have manufacturing flaws. Finally, all interested parties will have an opportunity to be present during the testing of devices that rely solely on spectrum-sensing technology. Despite the technological and procedural protective measures that have been put into place, there are still many unresolved issues.32 The order authorizing unlicensed use of the TV white space lacks clear language addressing the complaint process in cases of interference. The main concern is interference with incumbent broadcasters, cable providers, and wireless microphones (in venues such as sports stadiums and theatres). When interference is found, the order does not specify the “legal responsibilities of those who provide these new unlicensed devices.” Industry analysts express concern that TV receivers are ill equipped to reject interference from adjacent unlicensed transmitters.33 They also echo the concern that interfering, unlicensed operators may not be held accountable for product liability issues (assuming that the operators can be identified in the first place). History has witnessed the rapid evolution of cellular technology. This evolution marks a fundamental shift in the network neutrality debate.34 In the beginning, a few brick sized telephones would consume an entire channel. Today, a single channel can support millions of full-featured multimedia handsets, which are computers in their own right. Similarly, the unlicensed bands that were “once derided as ‘junk spectrum’ suitable only for garage door openers” can now support “hundreds of millions of users.” Expansion of wireless services provides a needed “third pipe” into the home or



wherever the consumer may roam.35 Competition at the consumer level may break down the “barriers created by walled gardens” and eliminate the quest for additional governmental regulation to ensure nondiscriminatory Internet access. Consequently, there are also benefits for rural consumers who have the most unused spectrum and the least amount of existing competition. S O F T WA R E - D E F I N E D R A D I O The effective use of unlicensed white space requires a radio that can opportunistically find and exploit idle spectrum without creating harmful interference to other users. Such a radio would be required to sense key parameters such as geographic position coupled with a permissions database or alternatively would determine frequency, power, and transmission modes that would not interfere with current users of that spectrum.36 Software-defined radio technology has the potential to meet these requirements. The FCC defines a software-defined radio as follows: A radio that includes a transmitter in which the operating parameters of frequency range, modulation type or maximum output power (either radiated or conducted), or the circumstances under which the transmitter operates in accordance with Commission rules, can be altered by making a change in software without making any changes to hardware components that affect the radio frequency emissions. Similar to the Internet, software-defined radio was a product of the Department of Defense and originated as a Joint Tactical Radio System. Cognitive radios are software-defined radios that adapt to their environment, rather than requiring explicit software changes. A simple, albeit understated, example of a cognitive radio is a cordless telephone that selects the best channel based on signal clarity. Cognitive radios typically employ a combination of the following six features: 1. 2.



“Frequency Agility” is the ability to change transmitter and receiver operating frequencies. “Dynamic Frequency Selection” (DFS) is the ability to sense existing transmissions in an effort to avoid transmitting on the same frequency. 17
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3.



4.



5.



6.



“Adaptive Modulation” permits adaptive use of transmission modes such as GSM, TDMA, or CDMA. “Transmit Power Control” (TPC) facilitates reduction in interference by reducing power in congested areas. “Location Awareness” is the ability to physically locate its position and the location of other transmitters. “Negotiated Use” either shares spectrum under a prearranged agreement or negotiates on an ad-hoc basis.



A cognitive radio may also employ heuristics to adapt to previous events. The FCC approved the first cognitive radio in 2004.37 Cognitive radios may also be used in secondary markets where licensed spectrum is leased. In cases where priority services would otherwise require reserved spectrum, “interruptible spectrum leasing” is used. Interruptible spectrum leasing, using one of two methods, accomplishes access and reversion back to the lessor. The first method uses spectrum sensing similar to unlicensed white space access. The second method relies on overt permission of the licensee by transmitting a control signal “beacon” that can be “interrupted quickly with a high degree of reliability.” The beacon approach requires adequate reception of the transmitted control signal, in contrast to the spectrum sensing approach, which relies on the absence of existing transmissions. The third method involves a “handshaking” approach where each transmission requires a request and acknowledgment between the radio operator and the network provider. Commercial mobile radio service (CMRS) providers are concerned that the FCC Commissioner would permit “involuntary sharing of licensed CMRS spectrum with unlicensed devices.” The FCC Commissioner replied that there is no intent for the FCC to enable this capability in licensed spectrum. CMRS providers share similar technical concerns about unlicensed operation. Technical concerns with spectrum sensing relate primarily to the variability in propagation, antenna, and receiver characteristics that would result in an unlicensed radio transmitting further than it could reliably sense.38 Additional concerns relate to the “hidden node” problem caused by topological features and the incompatible transmission modes used by various CMRS networks. The 18
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extra measure of using geo-location coupled with a permissions database does not satisfy the concerns of CMRS providers.39 Although CMRS providers generally oppose cognitive radio use in the licensed spectrum, they do support its use in the unlicensed spectrum and secondary markets. Configurable radios must incorporate security features to prevent unauthorized software modifications. The level of security is currently defined by industry standards. There are diverging opinions on the efficacy of this approach. Dell believes that manufacturers should not be held liable for unauthorized software modifications if their radios meet or exceed industry standards. Intel, on the other hand, believes that rigid security standards would encourage manufacturers to create a design “that may not address the actual threat of modifications to a specific device.” The FCC has declined to establish liability criteria; instead it will evaluate each non-compliant device on a case-by-case basis. Non-conforming devices will be subject to monetary forfeiture taking into account the “nature, circumstances, extent and gravity of the violations and, with respect to the violator, the degree of culpability, and history of prior offenses, ability to pay, and such other matters as may be relevant and appropriate.”40 For every technical argument that incumbents put forth against the use of cognitive radios, there are equally compelling technical counter arguments.41 Skeptics opine that the issue is one of competition, not interference. For example, wireless microphones have been used for years as unlicensed devices without reports of interference. Indeed, even if “white space devices work flawlessly,” broadcasters will lose market share. CMRS providers who have opposed unlicensed cognitive radio usage are developing their own unlicensed mobile handsets to “seamlessly handoff calls between the [CMRS] carrier’s network and WiFi networks.” T H E D I G I TA L D I V I D E “Broadband’s potential to unleash innovation, promote free speech and encourage learning makes this technology the key to the future success of the U.S. economy and American democracy.”42 “There is a growing digital divide in America” based on income, geography and ethnic differences. Only 35 percent of homes earning $50,000 or less annually
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have broadband access. Despite rural access to both telephones and TV, nearly 20 million Americans live in areas not served by broadband, while tens of millions can chose from only a single provider. High-speed Internet access is an essential conduit for education, yet only 40 percent of minorities have broadband access, while 55 percent of non-Hispanic white households and 69 percent of Asian households are connected. Since 2001, the United States has dropped from fourth place for broadband adoption to 15th. Although the Internet was developed in the United States, the average broadband offering is 10 times slower and has nearly twice the cost of service compared to offerings in Japan. Bandwidth-intensive applications further exacerbate the disparity within economic, geographic, and ethnic groups.43 P2P applications represent 60 percent of Internet traffic, primarily due to illegitimate video transfers. Content owners view P2P as a revenue drain, while ISPs see their networks congested by users who do not pay their fair share. More users are also “getting used to being kicked off the Net as computers competing for bandwidth interfere with one another.”44 This occurs, even within 30 meters of a transceiver, due to spectrum congestion. Bandwidth congestion will increase further as more devices adopt wireless technology. For example, wireless sensor networks now monitor office building temperatures, moisture in cornfields, store merchandise, and nursing-home patients. The real culprit is not the lack of spectrum, but the way it is used. One solution may be to “teach cognitive radios to negotiate with other devices in their vicinity.” Intel is building reconfigurable chips that will “analyze their environments and select the best protocols and frequencies for data transmission.” Intel is also attempting to reduce network traffic by turning personal computers into Personal Area Networks.45 This will allow home entertainment devices to communicate directly without competing with other network traffic. N E T WO R K D I S C R I M I N AT I O N Three ISPs were accused of discriminatory practices and anti-competitive behavior with regard to how they blocked certain Internet content.46 Although ultimately exonerated, Verizon Wireless showed its power as a “content gatekeeper” by blocking text messages with controversial content. AT&T
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was accused of reserving the right in its terms of service to discontinue service if customers were critical of the company. Comcast was accused of blocking a P2P file-sharing service called BitTorrent. Free Press and Public Knowledge filed a formal complaint against Comcast alleging discriminatory content blocking with respect to BitTorrent.47 The FCC found that Comcast had blocked application-specific Internet traffic even when little bandwidth was used.48 This violated users’ rights to access content and use applications of their choice. The FCC also found that Comcast had engaged in anticompetitive behavior by failing to disclose its practices to consumers. Consumers had blamed the applications for poor performance rather than Comcast, which consequently had placed the applications at a competitive disadvantage. Despite the Comcast decision, another large cable company, Cox Communications, announced plans to test prioritization of time sensitive applications, giving priority to streaming video over P2P applications.49 Recently, Google has responded to these issues by putting forth a plan to help users determine the source of slow Internet performance and to guard against inappropriate application and content blocking. M OV I N G TOWA R D M O B I L E INTEROPERABILITY The convergence of Internet telephony, packetized video, and data minimizes application-based distinctions in transmission media. With fewer distinctions among transmission media, there should be less discrimination. This should shift the focus of the FCC “away from the second-best policy goal of promoting competition among complementary services and return to the first-best policy goal of promoting competition in the last mile.” The Fixed-Mobile Convergence Alliance (FMCA) is a global non-profit organization dedicated to making convergence products and services that are both easy to use and technologically agnostic.50 Their membership represents more than 850 million customers, or a third of the world’s telecom users. The International Telecommunications Union (ITU) is defining the Next Generation Network (NGN) in a way that complements the FMCA goals.51 The goal of NGN is to offer a shared packet-based core network for all services, which allows “[u]nrestricted 19
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access by users to different service providers” and “[i]nterworking with legacy networks via open interfaces.” Network providers are beginning to embrace the move toward open mobile networks.52 Verizon has opened its network to any device that meets its minimum technical standards. New mobile products that adapt to different transmission frequencies and modes have removed technical barriers to exploiting the open mobile Internet.53 Google has taken the prospect of a truly open mobile Internet one step further by suggesting an open bidding process in which network providers would compete for each mobile connection.54 Mobile phones, by linking to services such as PayPal, can also be used independently of a particular ISP for purchases such as a movie ticket or fast food.55 P R O P O S E D C H A N G E TO T E L E C O M M U N I C AT I O N R U L E S Telecommunication policy frequently adapts to keep pace with technological developments; however, the current policy has fallen behind. The FCC regulates common carriers because they provide voice services that are considered an essential public service. The telephone is now so ingrained in society that its use is no longer a luxury. However, information service providers remain free to discriminate under the Computer II safe harbor rules, which considered such services to be nonessential. In addition, the FCC considers regulation of information services unwise because it involves a “fast-moving, competitive market . . . .”56 Information services now affect nearly every facet of our lives, including the right to civic participation and equality of education. The Internet is essential both for distance learning and as a conduit to allow constituents to make informed choices. In the same manner that the telephone transformed from a luxury item to a necessity, so too have many information services. Computer II established a bright line between essential and non-essential services by distinguishing between common carriers and information services. Continued advancements in technology may require a change to this bright-line test. Indeed, this line is likely to continue to change over time. In light of the essential nature of many information services, network neutrality advocates have called for Internet regulation to prevent discrimination. 20
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Although ISPs often bundle applications with access to their networks in a “walled garden,” ISPs have been accused of blocking competing applications. In other cases, ISPs have prioritized certain applications to maximize their revenues. This discriminatory behavior may also give rise to an antitrust tying argument. For example, if two users have paid for similar Internet bandwidth services, the ISP will make more revenue from a lower bandwidth VoIP telephone call than from a user downloading a large data file. Where the ISP has limited bandwidth, giving priority to the VoIP call is discriminatory. This example provides further justification for changing the bright-line division between common carriers and information services. Common carrier telephone calls are regulated; however, VoIP telephone calls remain an information service subject to the Computer II safe harbor provisions. Additionally, two users may require the same bandwidth but a different quality of service (QoS). QoS metrics include transmission delay, rate, jitter (consistency of transmission), and probability of a failed transmission. One user may be playing a streaming video with time-sensitive traffic. The other user may simply be downloading a large file that need not be transferred at a constant rate. Giving priority to the streaming video over the large data file transfer is also considered discriminatory according to the principles of network neutrality. Network diversity proponents consider this last example to be good network management, not discrimination. However, the ISP is deciding priority for the user based on the type of application and in some cases the source. It is not clear that regulating bandwidth alone would resolve the discrimination issue, because applications should also be afforded equivalent QoS. Furthermore, the move toward packetizing (and buffering) promises to make the Internet cloud application agnostic, thus eliminating the distinction between common carrier and information services for all but the last mile of Internet connection. Packetizing is the conversion of analog voice and digital data into homogenous bundles of data, which may then be parsed and routed more efficiently. ISPs should not, and often cannot, fairly decide which services should receive priority, regardless of which tier of Internet access the consumer has paid for a priori. What is required is an operating model in which the consumer can negotiate terms of access based on
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a variety of metrics such as price, bandwidth, timesensitive nature, and QoS. This model will introduce competition between ISPs in the last mile, allowing the market to self-regulate the Internet and accommodate the growing diversification of services. Each service may place a different value on each metric. For example, stock market transactions may value time-sensitivity and QoS, while a user watching a streaming video may prefer to wait a few seconds before watching the video in exchange for lower rates. Users will get service commensurate with what they are willing to pay, and ISPs can retain an economic incentive to continue infrastructure development without burdensome regulation. ISPs may continue to offer service and price differentiation but now will be subject to the checks and balances of a free market economy. Consumer demand ultimately would define the types of services and their corresponding prices. The goal is not to enable every consumer to have equal access to the Internet but to ensure that such access is fairly priced and offered in a nondiscriminatory manner for each transaction based on relevant criteria such as bandwidth, QoS, and other factors. By analogy, consumers are not universally afforded access to private jets but rather are free to choose from a variety of transportation modes at a commensurate price. When public policy demands a higher minimum level of access, the government is free to subsidize Internet access in a similar manner to other essential services. T H E T H I R D P I P E O P P O RT U N I T Y The introduction of broadband mobile access is the “third pipe” that will introduce competition into what is otherwise a duopoly. Cable and DSL providers controlled 98 percent of the broadband market in 2006. Unlike the wire-line infrastructure of cable and DSL, there are no property rights in the airwaves, only term limited spectrum licenses to use FCC-approved radio devices. FCC Commissioner Adelstein called the unlicensed white space spectrum a “central element of the national broadband strategy.” While many ILECs are concerned about cognitive radios disrupting their sizable investments in spectrum licenses, they do broadly support cognitive radio experimentation in the unlicensed spectrum. One ILEC believes that it is possible for licensed and unlicensed devices to share existing spectrum. A second ILEC notes that
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cognitive radios might actually reduce interference in unlicensed bands. This is because cognitive radios have the ability to be aware of existing radio users before attempting to transmit a signal in the same spectrum. Although ILECs are not ready to embrace ad-hoc open mobile access in their licensed spectrum, they appear willing to accept it with sufficient validation through experimentation. The third pipe is an essential component to enable the open mobile Internet. The concept of ad-hoc mobile Internet access finally may be viable after many years of development. With handsets that can now operate over a wide range of frequencies and modes, a single user can now access virtually any ISP on a competitive basis. A mode defines how data are encoded for transmission. Common modes are code division multiple access (CDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), and global system for mobile communications (GSM). Different modes coexist because they arose out of market competition. ISPs use different frequencies to avoid interference with other ISPs. These frequencies further depend on the ISPs’ ability to acquire spectrum licenses during FCC auctions. Previously, a user who wanted to switch ISPs often was required to switch handsets. The newly available television white space will enable an ad-hoc mobile Internet access model to be implemented without consideration of the effect on existing term-limited spectrum licenses held by ISPs. Furthermore, the dynamic allocation of ISPs will provide more efficient resource use, which should reduce the cost of Internet access. For example, if excessive TDMA capacity results in short-term price reductions, a user may switch from CDMA to TDMA. This reallocation could occur on a per-call basis. UNBUNDLING EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE Although cognitive radios can operate over a wide frequency range, including the unlicensed band, they must be paired with a receiver operating at the same frequency. The 1996 Act requires ILECs to provide a requesting carrier with unbundled access to their networks at any “technically feasible point” with terms that are just, reasonable, and nondiscriminatory. Therefore ILECs must allow receivers operating in the unlicensed band to be connected to their 21
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networks. The requirement of forbearance tempers this mandate where enforcement is not necessary for protection of consumers and is inconsistent with public policy. As the allegations of discriminatory practices of Verizon Wireless, AT&T, and Comcast highlight, the current operating model of ILECs does not serve the public policy of nondiscriminatory Internet access. The growing “Digital Divide” further reinforces this concern. ILECs may counter that the FCC is chartered with preventing radio interference, so ILECs should not be required to provide unbundled access to devices operating in the unlicensed spectrum.57 However, interference concerns are a result of how the radio devices are operated, not a result of their operation in an unlicensed spectrum per se. The FCC still has the obligation to certify that radio devices operating in the unlicensed spectrum will not cause harmful interference. Furthermore, the FCC’s four guiding principles for preservation of Internet freedom entitle consumers to “competition among network providers . . . .” This is further codified by the legislative mandate to promote access to advanced telecommunications capability. With NGN networks reducing application differentiation within the Internet cloud, competitive access to the last mile serves the public policy of nondiscriminatory access. CONNECTING FOREIGN EQUIPMENT In addition to entitling consumers to competition, the FCC’s four guiding principles entitle consumers “to connect their choice of legal devices that do not harm the network.” The FCC added geo-location and permissions database requirements in response to concerns from ILECs that spectrum sensing may result in harmful interference to their networks. For example, a device may transmit with a range further than the detectable range of other preexisting transmitters. This is exacerbated by topography or variations in transmission propagation characteristics. Geo-location provides the geographic position of the consumer by using either a global positioning system (GPS) or signal triangulation. The permissions database defines the geographic location and anticipated range of existing radios. When geo-location and a permissions database are used together, the consumer is assured of not operating 22
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an unlicensed device that may interfere with existing radios. The beacon approach provides additional assurances beyond those currently required by the FCC. The beacon approach relies on the continuous detection of an enabling signal rather than the absence of existing transmissions. The handshaking approach further prevents interference by requiring the consumer to request permission to transmit, which is then followed by a signal granting permission. The proposed model, where consumers would negotiate each transaction based on a variety of competitive metrics, would use the handshaking approach, the most reliable method. This inherently avoids many of the technical concerns expressed by ILECs. Radio device operation in unlicensed spectrum is subject to numerous procedural safeguards in addition to the substantive provisions for geo-location and a permissions database. Devices must be certified in the presence of interested parties and be deactivated if they do not continue to conform to certification standards. For example, a device may eventually fail to detect other transmitters using spectrum sensing as a result of device aging or exposure to unforeseen environments. The use of a permissions database has been criticized, because it cannot be accessed through the Internet if Internet access is dependent upon it. Alternatively, distributing the database beforehand runs the risk of obsolescence. The more reliable handshaking approach requires positive interaction between the cognitive radio and ILEC independent of a permissions database. This approach still requires the cognitive radio to be aware of other cognitive radios competing for the same ILEC, but it does not depend on a permissions database to avoid interfering with existing ILECs. The order authorizing use of TV white spaces does not specify the legal responsibilities or clearly define the complaint process against a user creating harmful interference. With the handshaking approach, the owner of the cognitive radio is identified. This approach will address the liability issues that are otherwise present with anonymous white space users. C O N T R AC T UA L M AT T E R S A cornerstone of this proposal is the creation of competition between ILECs as required by the FCC’s guiding principles for preservation of Internet
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freedom. Network diversity proponents claim that sufficient competition already exists. They argue that users are free to contract with ILECs and terminate with appropriate fees. There is merit in the argument that binding to a long-term contract allows ILECs to subsidize the cost of handsets, which in turn may encourage more Internet access. However, the fallacy of this position is that even unsubsidized (unlocked) handsets that are not tied to one ILEC still cannot use other ILECs without entering into another contract. ILECs have responded with prepaid handsets offering minimal functionality but without long-term contracts. This is a step in the right direction, but it still does little to foster competition among ILECs. The incentive to discriminate against certain applications will continue to exist if ILECs receive the same compensation for applications that consume significantly differing amounts of Internet resources. In contrast, an ad-hoc access method will allow each application to be priced according to its market value. Furthermore, ad-hoc access may place a different value on competitive parameters such as bandwidth, continuity of transmission, or QoS. The FCC could make agreement to general contract terms a condition of handset certification. The ILEC could transmit parameters as part of the handshaking process. Access charges could be managed through a scheme similar to existing wireless payment systems. There are numerous approaches to contracting for ad-hoc services that are not central to the concept of enabling ad-hoc access as a way of resolving network discrimination. CONCLUSION Ad-hoc open mobile access will meet the needs of both network neutrality and network diversity proponents without stifling competition with excessive regulation. There are encouraging signs that ILECs may eventually open up their networks to unlicensed mobile radios, although it is still prudent to enact minimally intrusive regulation to ensure development of last mile competition. While there is broad support for using cognitive radio in unlicensed spectrum and secondary markets, ILECs want additional assurances before allowing access to their licensed spectrum. This is understandable given the sizable investment that ILECs have made in their spectrum licenses and the potential for harmful interference if the handsets lack adequate controls.
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